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Dragmorpa Ri (6185m), with line taken by Korean-Nepali team on second 
official ascent. First ascent was in 2013 by Russian Roman Gretzky, starting 
further left but following largely the same line. (Korean Dragmorpa Expedition 
Collection)

Spring 2014
The avalanche in the Everest Ice Fall at 06.45 on 18 April 2014 was, 

tragically, the main news coming out of Nepal during the spring season. 
As a result of poor risk assessment, commercialism and financial incen-
tives, the lives of 16 locals were lost, 13 of whom were Sherpas: Aash 
Bahadur Gurung, Dorje Khatri, Ang Kazi (Ankaji) Sherpa, Ang Tshiri 
Sherpa, Chhewang Sherpa, Chhiring Ongchu Sherpa, Dorje Sherpa, 
Lhakpa Tenjing Sherpa, Mingma Nuru Sherpa, Nima Sherpa, Pasang 
Karma Sherpa, Pem Tenji Sherpa, Phur Temba Sherpa, Phurba Ongyal 
Sherpa, Tenzing Chhotar Sherpa, Thendorje (Thendu Dorje) Sherpa. 
Another Sherpa died from AMS and two others died in other accidents on 
the mountain. 

Although this event brought the Everest season to an abrupt end, the 
intrigue and drama were not over. Immediately after the incident Everest 
was reported as being ‘closed’ and all expeditions agreed to leave, either as 
a mark of respect for those who had died, or for other reasons. However, 
Chinese climber Jing Wang, with the help of Phurba Gyaltsen Sherpa 
(Managing Director of Himalayan Sherpa Adventure), secured a second 
2014 season permit and the service of a helicopter to fly Wang directly 
to Camp 2, from where she made her ascent of Everest; she summitted 
on 23 May together with Lhakpa Gyalzen Sherpa, Pasang Dawa Sherpa 
and Riten Jangbu (Tashi) Sherpa. Jing Wang wanted to complete the 
Seven Summits and reach the two Poles within the shortest time span on 
record. On the descent she was airlifted out by helicopter from the Western 
Cwm. Wang was received in Kathmandu by a deputation from the Nepal 
Government who, in June 2014, awarded her not only the Everest Summit 
Certificate but also the International Mountaineer of the Year Award, an 
honour also bestowed on Sir Edmund Hillary. In effect, the Government 
were supporting the fact that Everest had not in fact been ‘closed’. It has 
been suggested that the Sherpas on Wang’s expedition received US$10,000 
per head in salary plus a bonus of US$2,000; she is also reported as having 
donated US$30,000 to the Namche Bazaar community hospital, plus, of 
course, paying for her second permit.

Despite the Everest drama the season continued on other summits and 
with other expeditions. Ama Dablam (6812m) received eight ascents 
between 2 April and 13 May, by two Austrians, one Nepali, one German 
and four Ukrainians. 

Arniko Chuli (6039m), situated in the Mustang region at the northern 
edge of the range between Lo and Dolpo, received five ascents, by three 

Swiss and two Nepali climbers on 18 May. Cho Oyu (8201m) had 31 
ascents between 17 and 24 May with climbers from Switzerland, Austria, 
Nepal, the USA, Russian, the Ukraine and Sweden reaching the summit. 
Dhaulagiri (8167m) had 13 ascents with climbers from Nepal, China, Peru 
and South Korea summiting on 18 May.

Dragmorpa Ri (6185m) (Langtang) received its second ascent on 21 

April by two Korean and three Nepali climbers, following a line further to 
the west of the Russian line taken on the first ascent.

On Everest (8848m), the north side received great attention with 94 
ascents being made between 23 and 25 May by climbers from China, Nepal, 
Bulgaria, Russia, the UK, Ireland, France, Poland, the Ukraine, India, 
Switzerland, France, Germany, Finland, Austria, Denmark, Canada and 
Malta; all reached the summit. 

Kangchenjunga (8586m) had 33 successful ascents between 17 and 20 
May with climbers from Italy, Japan, Nepal, Finland, Spain, India, Russia 
and Bulgaria all reaching the summit. 

Lobuche East (6119m) was ascended on 27 April by a three-man 
Ukrainian expedition. 

Makalu (8462m) had 48 ascents with climbers from Switzerland, 
Germany, France, Nepal, Canada, Greece, Singapore, Japan, Russia, the 
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The west ridge of Lugula (6899m) seen from the south. (G) Korean 
Gate. (M) Minerva snowfield rises gently on the far side of the 
skyline ridge. (T) Tiger Ridge. (H) Hong’s Step. (Peter Jensen-Choi)

USA, the Netherlands and Australia; all attempts were completed between 
17 and 25 May. 

Putha Hiunchuli (7246m) was ascended on 18 May by four Austrian 
climbers. 

Thameserku (6623m) was climbed on 3 May by two Russians.
Lugula (6899m) in the Damodar Himal was ascended (the first official 

ascent by the south couloir and west ridge) on 23 April by two Koreans 
(Hong Seung-gi and Bum Won-taek) and two Nepali climbers (Lakpa 
Sherpa and Feme Sherpa). On 10 April the expedition arrived in Phu. Base 
camp was established at 5050m on the Bharchapk Glacier; advanced base 
camp was established a further three kilometres up the valley at 5450m. 
The team established two more camps before reaching the summit, the 
first on a small ridge leading to the couloir that drops down from the col 
between Bhrikuti Sail and Lugula. The second camp was on the crest of 
Lugula’s west ridge (the border between Tibet and Nepal). Fixed ropes 
were used to safeguard the initial friable rocky ridge. On 18 April the team 
was forced back to base camp to collect more technical gear that they felt 
was needed to surmount the 80°, 60m of steep ice leading to the col. By 
22 April, Hong Seung-gi had completed the route to the west ridge. On 23 
April five members set out for the summit but due to the exposed nature 
of the ridge and the increasing wind strength two expedition members 
decided to retreat from 6550m. The remaining team reached the summit 
at 09.10 on 23 April and then returned to base camp by 24 April, after 
spending the night at camp 2. A French expedition made an unauthorised 
ascent of Lugula in 2010 via the south face and upper south-west ridge. 

This season sadly saw other fatal incidents, including two Russians on 
Ama Dablam, a Nepali climber who was not involved with the Everest 
avalanche disaster but died as a member of an Everest Expedition, a Nepali 
climber and a French climber in separate expeditions on Makalu, and two 
Nepalese climbers and an Indian climber died on Yalung Kang.

In total for the spring season in Nepal records show that 12 expedition 

peaks were climbed by 161 foreign mountaineers and 116 Nepali climbers. 
Four foreign mountaineers and 20 Nepalese climbers were killed in the 
process.

Everest 2015 (as at 17 April 2015)

Changes to Everest Policy
Some changes have been implemented as a result of the Everest 

avalanche and ensuing discussions. 
The Everest permit fee has been increased to US$11,000. There have 

been changes and increased benefits made available in the insurance 
arrangements and medical care allowances for the Nepalese high-altitude 
mountain workers; special provision has also been made concerning the 
future education of the children of the deceased guides.  Insurance cover 
for the Nepalese climbers has now been increased: Sirdar 15 lakh, High 
Altitude Worker 15 lakh, Liaison Officer 12 lakh, cook 10 lakh, kitchen 
helper 8 lakh, porters 6 lakh, medical coverage 3 lakh, rescue coverage (per 
team) 10 lakh. A lakh is approximately US$1,000.

All expedition members must attend a briefing on ‘Climbing Everest’ 
given by a member of the Ministry. The Nepal Government has announced 
that the permits issued in 2014 would be valid up to 2019. Helicopters, 
apart from on rescue missions, have been banned above Base Camp. David 

Everest. (Ian Wall)
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Breashears was acting in a supporting role to the Sagarmatha Pollution 
Control Committee (SPCC) by providing his aerial Ice Fall images to help 
identify the best route this season. There was also an Integrated Service 
Information Centre at Base Camp where service personnel will be based, 
to which expeditions should report as the season progresses. The route 
through the Ice Fall has been changed to avoid the danger spots. The route 
now starts from the bottom right of the Ice Fall but it keeps in the centre 
avoiding the area of last year’s avalanche and dangers from Lhotse, finally 

Change to Ice Fall route on Everest: dashed line – previous, solid – current.  
(Ian Wall) 

exiting slightly right of a mid-point at the top. 
Nepali operators have increased their hold in the expedition market, 

reducing the sector previously held by international operators. They are 
offering Everest expedition support for lower prices than the foreign opera-
tors, in the US$25-35,000 range compared to foreign operators from within 
the US$40-65,000 range. However, there is a huge difference in what you 
get for your money. When most of the costs related to permits, insurance 
and staff wages are controlled by the Ministry, effectively setting a base-
line tariff, it is difficult to see how the Nepali operators can make such 
enormous savings. Rumours are now circulating stemming from the guides 
associations concerning the ‘Everest Industry’ and relating to the fact that 
soon activities will be governed by industrial regulations policies.

There was a big media presence at Base Camp this year, including the 
BBC who sent regular updates back to their BBC news desk. 

This information has only been reported in various media platforms and 
is not substantiated. We’ll know what the story is after it happens.

Autumn 2014
On 6 October a low-pressure system formed under the influence of a 

cyclonic, high altitude circulatory system of air above the Andaman Sea; 
this developed into a Severe Cyclonic Storm on 9 October. On 12 October 
‘Cyclone Hudhud’, as it became known, having rapidly intensified, moved 
across Nepal. In the Annapurna region nearly 2m of snow fell within 12 
hours, and on 14 October an avalanche on the Thorong La trapped 21 
guides and trekkers who were subsequently rescued on 15 October. The 
search and rescue operation continued for the next four days by which time 
400 people had been rescued, with many more extricating themselves from 
the dangers. As a result of this incident in the upper Manang district of the 
Annapurna Circuit, 43 people were reported as having died from exhaus-
tion, hypothermia and carbon monoxide poisoning while many more were 
treated for frostbite. This incident is registered as Nepal’s worst trekking 
disaster.

The meteorological situation developed at the very beginning of the 
season; consequently nearly all itineraries and expeditions were either 
rapidly changed or cancelled.


